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Abstract

In current infrastructure-as-a service (IaaS) cloud services, customers are charged for the usage of computing/storage
resources only, but not the network resource. The difficulty lies in the fact that it is nontrivial to allocate network
resource to individual customers effectively, especially for short-lived flows, in terms of both performance and cost,
due to highly dynamic environments by flows generated by all customers. To tackle this challenge, in this paper, we
propose an end-to-end Price-Aware Congestion Control Protocol (PACCP) for cloud services. PACCP is a network
utility maximization (NUM) based optimal congestion control protocol. It supports three different classes of services
(CoSes), i.e., best effort service (BE), differentiated service (DS), and minimum rate guaranteed (MRG) service. In PACCP,
the desired CoS or rate allocation for a given flow is enabled by properly setting a pair of control parameters, i.e., a
minimum guaranteed rate and a utility weight, which in turn, determines the price paid by the user of the flow. Two
pricing models, i.e., a coarse-grained VM-Based Pricing model (VBP) and a fine-grained Flow-Based Pricing model
(FBP), are proposed. The optimality of PACCP is verified by both large scale simulation and small testbed
implementation. The price-performance consistency of PACCP are evaluated using real datacenter workloads. The
results demonstrate that PACCP provides minimum rate guarantee, high bandwidth utilization and fair rate allocation,
commensurate with the pricing models.
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Introduction
An infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) cloud, such as Ama-
zon EC2 and Alibaba cloud, provides scalable, pay-as-
you-go computing resources to its customers. However, to
date, the customers using such cloud services are charged
based on the usage of the computing related resources
only, e.g., various instances of virtual machines (VM)
with different reserved CPU and memory resources. This,
however, is inadequate, as paying for a given VM instance
provides no assurance of flow performance for a flow
emitted from that instance. The measurements of band-
width usage for VMs in public cloud platforms show that
the network performance is independent on the price of
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VM [1], the VMs with the same price may have huge dif-
ferent network performances and a cheaper VM can have
better network performance than an expensive VM. The
root cause of the status quo is that the network band-
width is shared in a highly dynamic environment by flows
emitted from all VM instances and hence, it is difficult to
provide quantifiable flow rate allocation in a cost-effective
fashion so that an effective pricing structure can be built
around it. A direct consequence for not being able to do
so is that a customer may experience poor performance,
especially at high network utilization, incommensurate
with the price the customer has paid for the use of the
computing resources[1]. Hence the pricing model only
based on computing resource usage may not be suitable
for tenants who need guaranteed network performance.
In fact, they would like to pay higher price to receive
highly guaranteed network performance to attractive their
customers and increase their business profits.
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To tackle the above challenges, network pricing solu-
tions based on explicit bandwidth reservation have been
proposed [2–14]. The price is usually dynamically gener-
ated either through an auction process [3, 5, 7, 8, 10–13]
or a time-varying price table [2, 4, 6, 9, 14], adjusted based
on the current and/or historical statistics. However, these
pricing solutions are only effective for long-lived flows,
such as video on demand [15], not for the popular user-
facing datacenter applications [16–20] which usually have
small flow sizes and short durations.
User-facing datacenter applications, such as Web

searching [17] and social networking [19], are usually
associated with a stringent tail-latency service level objec-
tive (SLO) [21]. Moreover, a job for such an application
generally involves one or multiple stages of parallel task
processing by (many) instances, which generate bursts of
(massive) numbers of flows emitted from those instances.
Such flows are usually short-lived with sizes of less than
1 Mbytes [22, 23] and with tight flow completion time
budget, e.g., a few milliseconds, to meet a prescribed
tail-latency SLO.
The pricing solutions mentioned earlier are based

on centralized bandwidth reservation, which is either
pre-configured or flow-driven, none of which however,
can deal with the above workload effectively. On one
hand, pre-configured bandwidth reservation that allo-
cates bandwidths for the prospective flows in advance is
not scalable and cannot handle bursts of massive num-
bers of short-lived flows. Moreover, without knowing the
flow start time and flow size, this approach may lead to
either over or under resource provisioning, causing viola-
tion of SLOs or low resource utilization, respectively. On
the other hand, flow-driven bandwidth reservation that
reserves bandwidth upon a flow arrival is generally too
slow due to centralized control to meet the tight flow
response time budget of such flows and incurs exces-
sive processing and communication overheads. Moreover,
these solutions need significant core network switches
modification/upgrading incurring high costs. Although
a price-aware distributed scheduling solution, known as
SoftBW [1], is proposed to allow scalable bandwidth reser-
vation with flow rate guarantee, it only works at very
low network loads (less than 30%), as it reserves band-
widths for individual VM instances at each host port
only assuming that the datacenter network is congestion
free. Any retransmission can result in flow rate allocation
inappropriate for the paid prices.
A desirable solution for sharing network bandwidth in

cloud services should meet the widely accepted require-
ments [2]. At first it should be easily implemented. The
solution should not require significant hardware/software
modification in current datacenters. Secondly, it should
be scalable and maintain high network bandwidth utiliza-
tion. The third one is that it should provide different prices

to meet different tenant demands. For example, some ten-
ants need to meet their strict flow deadlines, and hence
they may ask for minimum rate guaranteed services; while
the others may expect short flow completion times with-
out strict deadline requirement, and hence they may ask
for differential services. The fourth and the last one is that
the rate allocation should be proportional to the price paid
by a tenant.
To overcome the above shortcomings of the existing

network pricing solutions and meet the widely accepted
requirements of a desirable solution, in this paper, we
propose a Price-Aware Congestion Control Protocol
(PACCP) for IaaS cloud services. PACCP is a network
utility maximization (NUM) based optimal congestion
control protocol. It supports three different class of ser-
vices (CoSes), i.e., best effort service (BE), differentiated
service (DS) and minimum rate guaranteed (MRG) ser-
vice. The three types of services are enabled by properly
setting the values of a pair of parameters, i.e., a minimum
guaranteed rate and a utility weight, which are, in turn,
determined by the flow price paid for the services.
In this paper, we propose two pricing models, i.e., a

coarse-grained VM-Based Pricing model (VBP) 1 and a
fine-grained Flow-Based Pricing model (FBP). A tenant
pays a price to buy a desired service, which is thenmapped
to given values of the pair of parameters in PACCP.
PACCP possesses the following salient features,

• It is an optimal solution in terms of network utility
maximization (NUM); It uses the TCP utility
function and hence it is a TCP friendly protocol.

• It meets the widely accepted requirements for
datacenter price-based rate allocation solutions
mentioned above [2], i.e., easy implementation;
providing minimum rate guarantee; achieving high
network utilization; and allocating flow rates in
proportion to the paid prices;

• To the best of our knowledge, it is the first solution
that seamlessly integrates pricing models with
end-to-end congestion control protocols. Hence, it is
high scalable and can deal with bursts of unlimited
numbers of short-lived flows. It allows flows to fully
utilize all available bandwidths and thus improving
the bandwidth utilization. Moreover, it allows
adjustment of pricing at runtime, adapting to resource
demand changes and/or network load changes;

• It only requires software upgrade in end hosts and
does not need any change in core network switches
and hence, is readily deployable in today’s datacenters.

The optimality and the price-performance consistency
of PACCP are verified and evaluated by large scale simu-

1As container/docker is widely used now, all techniques used for VM can be
applied to container/docker, to be simple, we just use VM in this paper.
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lations as well as a small testbed implementation. The
results demonstrate that PACCP can indeed provide soft
minimum rate guarantee, high network utilization and
rate allocation proportional to the prices paid, hence,
meeting all the requirements for datacenter network
pricing solutions. A preliminary version of this paper
appeared in [24].

Network utility maximization based rate allocation
Assume that a network has n active flows andUi(xi) is the
user utility function of flow rate xi for flow i (i=1,2,...,n).
Then NUM is defined as the following,

V = max
{ n∑

i=1
Ui(xi)

}
, (1)

subject to link bandwidth constraint,
n∑

i=1
xi ≤ Bl ∀l (2)

here Bl is the link bandwidth for link l and the flow rate
constraint,

xi ≤ θi ∀i (3)

where θi is the required minimum flow rate for flow i, it is
0 if the flow has no minimum rate requirement.
The goal of NUM is to find distributed flow rate con-

trol laws that lead to flow rate allocation, x= {x1, x2, ..., xn},
where the global design objective V is attained, or col-
lective user satisfaction of the services is maximized, as
user utilities are meant to characterize to what degree
users are satisfied with the services they receive. Different
applications may have different user utility functions [25].
Clearly, the relative user utilities of the flows determine
the rate allocation x, provided that the flow rate con-
straints are satisfied. In other words, in NUM, the fairness
criterion is uniquely determined by the relative user utili-
ties of the flows. While minimum flow rate requirements
can be easily enforced as flow rate constraints in NUM,
it is nontrivial to enable flexible and quantifiable fairness
criteria among flows with different user utility functions
as the traditional NUM usually can only work on a single
user utility function. Our recently developed NUM solu-
tion, called HOLENT NUM [26], can deal with different
user utility functions by setting different utility weights on
a base user utility function. We apply the similar idea by
using a flow price to set up a flow weight. In what follows,
we propose our solution based on price aware weighted
user utilities.
We consider the following weighted utility function, i.e.,

Ui(xi) = ωiU0(xi), where U0 is a base utility function
shared by all the flows and ωi is the weight of flow i (i =
1, 2, ..., n). To be backward compatible with and friendly to
TCP flows, we use the TCP utility function (UTCP), which

is concave, as the base utility function. The utility function
for TCP Reno is derived in [27, 28] and is given as follows.
In the slow start phase (SSP),

UTCP(x) = xlog
(
1 + α

β

)
, (4)

and, in congestion avoidance phase (CAP),

UTCP(x) =
(

μ

β
+ x

)
[ log(μ+βx)−1]−x[ log(βx)−1] ,

(5)

where αx and βx are the multiplicative increase and
decrease rates, respectively. To match with SSP in TCP
Reno where the flow rate is doubled/halved every round
trip time (RTT), we have α=2β=1/RTT , by approximat-
ing the increase and decrease rates to be constant within a
RTT interval. μ is the additive-increase rate (i.e., the rate
of one packet per RTT) in CAP.With this TCP utility, now
NUM can be rewritten as,

V = max
{ n∑

i=1
ωiUTCP(xi)

}
, (6)

subject to the link bandwidth and minimum flow rate
constraints.
Now the idea is to enable flexible fair flow rate allo-

cation through weight assignment. Specifically, consider
flows with different weights sharing a bottleneck link l.
Define a Lagrangian function

L(x) =
n∑

i=1
ωiUTCP(xi) − λ

(
Bl −

n∑
i=1

xi

)
, (7)

With the Lagrangian multiplier technique [29], the opti-
mal solution is ∇xL(x) = 0. Consider two flows i and j
with weight ωi and ωj, respectively, in the n active flows,
we have

∂L(x)
∂xi

= ∂L(x)
∂xj

= 0 ∀i, j. (8)

From Eq. (8), we can easy show that the rate allocation has
to meet the following condition2,

ωi
ωj

= ∂UTCP(xj)/∂xj
∂UTCP(xi)/∂xi

= log(1 + μ/βxj)
log(1 + μ/βxi)

≈ xi
xj
, ∀i, j,

(9)

for any pair of flows i and j bottlenecked at this link. Here
we assume βx � μ, i.e., the multiplicative decrease rate
(i.e., half of the flow rate) is much larger than the addi-
tive increase rate (rate of 1 packet per RTT), and hence
log(1 + μ/βx) ≈ μ/βx. Eq. (9) clearly indicates that the
allocated flow rate ratio is proportional to their utility

2Here we apply the CAP TCP utility, not the SSP TCP utility, because the TCP
timeout is a rare event and TCP runs in the congestion avoidance phase most
of the time.
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weight ratio for any two flows sharing a bottleneck link.
Hence, the relative flow rates allocated to different flows
can be easily adapted to the fairness criterion underlaid by
any given pricing model, through the proper setting of the
corresponding relative weights.

NUMbased optimal congestion control laws
A family of optimal congestion control laws to NUM with
concave user utilities are derived by Su, et. al. [30], which
underpins PACCP. Now we first introduce this family of
optimal congestion control laws, which is then applied to
the NUM problem in Eq. (6) to derive PACCP.
For simplicity, the subscript i for flow i is skipped here-

after. For any flow with concave utility function U(x), the
family of optimal congestion control laws that satisfies V
are,

ẋ = z(x, t, cg)[ f (x) − (1 − c̄gr(x))] (10)

with

f (x) = 1 − e−dU(x)/dx, (11)

where z(x, t, cg) can be any piecewise continuous posi-
tive scaler function, resulting in an unlimited number of
possible control laws in the family, it can be constructed
to contain the path congestion information such as RTT
and explicit congestion notification (ECN); cg is the path
congestion indicator, taking value 1, if the path is con-
gested, and 0, otherwise; c̄g is the logical negation of cg;
r(x) is a scalar parameter associated with the minimum
rate requirement. Assume that a flow has a minimum rate
requirement θ , i.e., x ≥ θ . Then r(x) is given as,

r(x) =
{
1 if x ≥ θ

rcos if x < θ , (12)

with rcos > 1, a design parameter, we will discuss how to
select its value in the next section.
For example, it can be easily shown that by applying

the above family of optimal congestion control laws to the
TCP utility in Eqs. (4) and (5) and let, z(.) = zTCP(x, t, cg),
where,

zTCP(x, t, cg) =
{

(α + β)x for SSP
μ + βx for CAP, (13)

then we arrive at the TCP Reno congestion control law
[27].
Now applying the above family of optimal congestion

control laws to the NUM problem given in Eq. (6), (i.e.,
maximizing the total user utility for users with utility func-
tionU(x) = wUTCP(x)), we arrive at PACCP as follows. In
the SSP,

ẋ =
{ (

3r(x) − 31−ω
)
αx/2 if cg = 0

−3−ω+1βx if cg = 1, (14)

and in the CAP,

ẋ =
⎧⎨
⎩

[
−

(
βx

μ+βx

)ω + r(x)
]
(μ + βx) if cg = 0

−
(

βx
μ+βx

)ω

(μ + βx) if cg = 1,
(15)

Clearly, flow rate allocation is determined by r(x) (or
θ ) and ω, a pair of parameters that uniquely determine
PACCP. Equations (14) and (15) are a family of congestion
control laws including TCP Reno with ω = 1 and θ = 0
(i.e. r(x) = 1) and MRG [27] with ω = 1 and θ �= 0 as
their special cases.
To be backward compatible with TCP window-based

congestion control, we translate the fluid-flow based con-
trol laws in Eqs. (14) and (15) into window-based con-
gestion control protocols. In the window-based control,
the flow rate stays unchanged during each RTT inter-
val. Hence, the congestion window can be calculated as
Wc = xRTT/MSS, where MSS is the maximum segment
size. The flow rate change from one RTT epoch to the
next RTT epoch is �x=ẋRTT , where ẋ is the flow rate
change over an RTT epoch, which can be estimated by
the fluid-flow control law. Hence, the window size change
�Wc at the end of every RTT epoch is calculated as
�Wc = �xRTT/MSS. The minimum congestion window
sizeWmin corresponding to a minimum guaranteed rate θ

is given as follows,

Wmin = θRTT
MSS

. (16)

For a flow without minimum rate requirement,Wmin =
0 (i.e., θ=0).
Define CD1 as { cg = 0 & Wc < Wmin} and CD2 as

{cg = 0 & Wc ≥ Wmin}. Now the window-based pro-
tocol for congestion window size (Wc) update (i.e., Wc =
Wc + �Wc) can be approximated (by assuming βx � μ)
as follows. In the SSP,

Wc =
⎧⎨
⎩

((
3rcos − 31−ω

)
/2 + 1

)
Wc if CD1((

3 − 31−ω
)
/2 + 1

)
Wc if CD2(

1 − 31−ω/2
)
Wc if cg = 1,

(17)

and in the CAP,

Wc ≈
⎧⎨
⎩

(rcos+1)Wc
2 + (rcos − 1 + ω) if CD1

Wc + ω if CD2
1
2Wc + (ω − 1) if cg = 1.

(18)

Note that TCP Reno is a special case of the above con-
trol protocol with rcos = 1 (i.e., θ = 0) and ω = 1.
A flow under the control of the above PACCP receives
minimum rate guarantee and quantifiable fair sharing of
the additional bandwidth. PACCP supports three broad
CoSes based on specific settings of the pair of parameters
(θ , ω), i.e., the best effort (BE) service with (0, 1) (i.e., TCP
Reno); the differentiated service (DS) with (0, ω >1); and
the minimum rate guaranteed (MRG) service with (θ >0,
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ω ≥ 1). The three CoSes can be enabled by simply pass-
ing a pair of control parameters, i.e., (θ , ω), into PACCP.
Hence, pricing models tied to this pair of control parame-
ters may be developed to charge users in proportion to the
(relative) network bandwidths allocated to them. For data-
center with both TCP andUDP traffic, the two parameters
can also be enabled to DCCP congestion control proto-
cols [31, 32] to provide the three different types of services
for UDT traffic. The only difference is that there is no
retransmission in UDP traffic in case of congestions.
Assigning different weights to different flows is applied

in Seawall [47] and NetShare [48] to allocate the flow rate
to provide max-min fairness. However, unlike PACCP, the
flow weight used in Seawall and NetShare is not consid-
ered in congestion control, and hence making them diffi-
cult to achieve work conservation (i.e., high network uti-
lization). Moreover, PACCP is an optimal solution maxi-
mizing the total user utilities while Seawall and NetShare
are empirical design.

Pricingmodel
As different applications may have different flow rate
demands. An application can buy a type of service for
its generated flows by paying a corresponding price. For
example, an application requiring a minimum rate can pay
a price to buy a minimum guaranteed rate θ ; and an appli-
cation without minimum guaranteed rate, θ , is set to be 0,
but such flows with larger utility weightω can obtainmore
bandwidth when they compete the bandwidth from each
other. Hence a flow with a larger ω needs to pay more than
a flow with a smaller ω. In the following subsections, we
discuss how to set the pair of parameters based on the flow
prices in PACCP to support the three CoSes. Two pricing
models, a coarse-grained VM-Based Pricing model (VBP)
and a fine-grained Flow-Based Pricing model (FBP), are
proposed to support the three CoSes.
In VBP, a user paying for the usage of a VM instance will

also pay a network usage fee per unit time for an aggre-
gated bandwidth determined by a given pair, (θ , ω). In this
model, in principle, each VM instance can support more
than one CoS, as long as,

∑nv
i θi ≤ θ and

∑nv
i ωi ≤ w

(it can be easily shown that both parameters are additive),
where nv is the number of active flows emitted from the
instance and (θi,ωi) is the pair of control parameter for
flow i, for i = 1, ..., nv. Namely, the only requirement is
that the network bandwidth taken by all the flows emit-
ted from this instance is upper bounded by the aggregated
bandwidth allocated to the instance. However, as VBP
is meant to be design as a coarse-grained, easily imple-
mentable pricing model, we limit the scope of VBP to the
case where each VM instance only support a single CoS,
whether it is BE, DS, or MRG. Moreover, all the flows
emitted from the instance gain equal share of network
bandwidth, i.e., (θi,ωi) = (θ/nv,w/nv), ∀i. VBP is a static

pricing model, allowing the network bandwidth to be pur-
chased as an integral part of a VM instance. However, a
major drawback of VBP is that the aggregated bandwidth
is statically pre-allocated and cannot be quickly adjusted
to respond to network resource demand changes.
To address the above drawback of VBP, we also propose

FBP. In this model, a customer pays an initial purchase fee
for the default BE CoS as an integral part of a VM instance
and then pays the DS and MRG CoSes on a per-flow-
basis on demand. It also allows dynamic runtime service
upgrading or downgrading by changing the pair of param-
eters and the corresponding price. FBP is more flexible
than VBP, but is harder to implement andmanage. In what
follows, we propose pricing structures for the two models,
separately.

VBP: VM-Based pricing model
We propose to use the following pricing structure for VBP
corresponding to the three CoSes.
BE CoS: This is the default CoS with (θ , ω)=(0, 1). The

price, PBE , for this CoS may be set at, PBE = P0, where P0
is a fixed basic price per unit time.
DS CoS: For this CoS, (θ ,w) = (0,w > 1). The price,

PDS, for this CoS can be modeled as PDS = P0+P1(w−1),
where P1 is a price per unit time. As we will show in the
next section, a DS flow with w > 1 usually to be consis-
tently smaller than the optimal one (i.e., ω times of the BE
flow rate)(will be explained later). All our results suggest
that the average rate of DS flows with ω=2 is about 1.6
to 1.7 times of the BE flow rate at high network load, and
hence P1 may be set at 0.6P0 to ensure that the flow rate is
indeed proportional to the price paid.
MRG CoS: The price, PMRG, for the MRG CoS can be

formulated as PMRG = P0 + P1(w − 1) + P2θ , where P2
is a price per unit data, in association with the minimum
guaranteed rate.
Clearly, with VBP, in addition to CPU speed and mem-

ory size, a CoS with a specific (θ ,w) pair can now be
included for price tagging a VM instance. For example, a
user may want to purchase VM instances with MRG CoS.
Based on the application characteristics and an expected
number of concurrently active flows, VM instances with a
pair of parameters (θ ,w) that matches the demandmay be
purchased, andmaking the performances of VM instances
proportional to their prices paid.

FBP: flow-Based pricing model
In FBP, a customer is charged upfront for the use of
the BE CoS. However, to use DS or MRG CoS, the cus-
tomer will incur an additional charge, according to the
specific values of the pair of parameters (θ , ω) chosen
for the flow. The additional charge, Ps, may follow a sim-
ilar pricing structure as for the MRG CoS in VBP, i.e.,
Ps = Ps0 + Ps1(w − 1) + Ps2θ . Here Ps0, P

s
1 and Ps are the
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Fig. 1 An example network

price per unit time and Ps2 are the price per unit of data
sent.
Since our focus in this paper is on the price versus per-

formance consistency, how to determine the parameters
in the pricing structures, i.e., P0(Ps0), P1(P

s
1), P2(P

s
2), to

balance the profit and user satisfaction is subject to future
investigation.

Rate allocation examples
Now we use a simple network topology presented in
Fig. 13 to illustrate how PACCP allocates flow rates under
the two pricing models. Data flows are sent between three
source-destination pairs, i.e., {VMi, VMi+3} (i= 1, 2 and
3), through a shared bottleneck link with bandwidth B.
Assume that the propagation delays are the same for all
the flows. In the follows, we discuss how the rates are allo-
cated by applying VBPmodel and FBPmodel, respectively.
VBP: Assume that VMi (i= 1, 2 and 3) has ni flows

sending to VMi+3, respectively. We first examine the case
where all flows are of BE CoS. In this case, the optimal
rate allocation is such that each flow emitted from VMi
receives B/3ni allocated bandwidth, respectively. Specifi-
cally, the shared bandwidth is first equally allocated to the
three VMs with B/3 each, which is further equally allo-
cated to each flow in a VM. For example, let n1=1, n2=2,
and n3=3. Then a BE flow from VM1, VM2, or VM3 is
allocated B/3, B/6 or B/9 bandwidth, respectively.
Now we consider the case where there are two types of

VMs running either BE or DS flows. Specifically, assume
that both VM1 and VM2 run BE flows, and VM3 has DS
flows with the pair of parameters (0, ω). In this case, the
optimal rate allocation is such that each BE flow from
VM1 and VM2 is allocated the bandwidth of B/((2+ω)n1)
and B/((2 + ω)n2), respectively, and each DS flow gets
ωB/((2+ω)n3). For example, suppose that n1=1, n2=n3=2
and ω=2, then each BE flow from VM1 and VM2 is allo-
cated B/4 and B/8, respectively, and each DS flow from
VM3 gets B/4.

3This topology is different from the leaf-spine datacenter topology. However,
if a datacenter has single bottleneck link at a time, the leaf-spine topology can
be modeled as this topology.

Finally we exam the case with the presence of all three
CoSes. Specifically, assume that VM1, VM2, and VM3
have BE flows, DS flows with (0,ω1), and MRG flows
with (θ ,ω2), respectively. The optimal rate allocation is
then to first allocate θ rate to VM3, and then propor-
tionally allocates the remaining bandwidth to the three
VMs to maximize the total utility. If θ =0, VM3 would
be allocated a bandwidth of Bω2/(1 + ω1 + ω2). Other-
wise, it would receive at least θ . As a result, VM3 gets
B3 = max{θ ,Bω2/(1 + ω1 + ω2)}. Hence each MRG flow
gets B3/n3, assuming that the minimum guaranteed rate
is evenly assigned to each MRG flow. Then the remaining
bandwidth BBD = B − B3 are allocated to VM1 and VM2,
and hence VM1 and VM2 receive, B1 = BBD/(1+ω1) and
B2 = ω1BBD/(1+ω1), respectively, with each BE flow gets
bandwidth B1/n1 and each DS flow gets B2/n2.
Let look at an example by assuming that n1=1, n2=n3=2,

ω1 = 2 and ω2 = 1. We first let θ = B/2. In this case,
the optimal flow rates allocated to the three VMs are B/6,
B/3 and B/2, respectively. The optimal rate is B/6 for a BE
flow in VM1, and B/6 for a DS flow in VM2 and B/4 for
a MRG flow in VM3. Now assume that θ = B/10, then
the optimal rate allocations to the three VMs are B/4, B/2
and B/4, respectively. Hence each BE flow in VM1 has
B/4 bandwidth, and each DS flow in VM2 has B/4 band-
width and each MRG flow in VM3 has B/8 bandwidth,
respectively.
FBP : For this model, the optimal flow rate allocation for

each flow is independent of the VM instance the flow is
originated from. More specifically, assume that there are
nBEi , nDSi and nMRG

i BE, DS and MRG flows emitted from
VMi (i= 1, 2, and 3). Also assume that the pairs of param-
eters for all the flows belonging to the same CoS are the
same. Namely, for BE, DS and MRG flows, they are (0,1),
(0, ω1) and (θ , ω2), respectively. Also let, nBE = ∑3

i=1 nBEi ,
nDS = ∑3

i=1 nDSi and nMRG = ∑3
i=1 nMRG

i . Then, the opti-
mal flow rate allocation for flows from different VMs is
dependent on nBE , nDS, nMRG and CoSes only, not from
which VMs they come from.
The optimal rate allocation is to first satisfy the mini-

mum rate, θ , for all nMRG MRG flows, and then allocates
the remaining bandwidth to BE, DS and MRG flows in
proportional to their weight values. Specifically, an MRG
flow gets BMRG=max(θ ,Bω2/(nBE + ω1nDS + ω2nMRG)).
Then the remaining bandwidth BBD = B − nMRGBMRG
is allocated to BE and DS flows with each BE flow
getting BBD/(nBE + ω1nDS) and each DS flow getting
ω1BBD/(nBE + ω1nDS).
For example, assume that nBEi =nDSi =nMRG

i =1 (i= 1, 2 and
3) and ω1 = ω2 = 2. We first assume that θ = B/6. In this
case, BMRG = max(B/6, 2B/15) = B/6, and then BBD =
B/2, so the optimal rate allocation is B/18 for a BE flow,
B/9 for a DS flow and B/6 for a MRG flow. Now assume
that θ = B/20. In this case, BMRG = max(B/20, 2B/15) =
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2B/15, then BBD = 3B/5. So the optimal rate allocations
are B/15 for a BE flow, 2B/15 for a DS flow and 2B/15 for
a MRG flow.
The power of PACCP lies in the fact that with the right

assignment of the pair (θ ,w) in PACCP for each flow, the
congestion control is automatically enabling users’ prices
into rate allocation and leads to the optimal price-aware
rate allocation for any network topology without band-
width reservation. Hence PACCP is readily to be imple-
mented in today’s datacenters for charging the network
resource usage.

Implementation issue
PACCP is a fully distributed price-aware congestion con-
trol protocol. To implement PACCP, it only needs to
update the congestion control software on the sending
side hosts without any core network involved. The only
modification in the sending side host is to adjust the
rate increase/decrease using the pair of parameters (θ , ω)
which are price oriented parameters. The complexity of
PACCP is low as it only needs to do a simple calculation
based on the current window size and the minimum con-
gestion window size Wmin, i.e, if the current window size
is greater thanWmin or not.
PACCP can be easily implemented in Linux kernel

on the sending hosts. The pair of parameters (θ , ω)
can be passed from the user space to the Kernel space
through some standard device control functions, e.g.,
ioctl(). PACCP can also be implemented in other operat-
ing systems (OS) such asWindows, the pair of parameters
can be set through configuration registry using com-
mand Tcpip. If an OS is managed by the cloud service
provider, the price charge can be directly executed by set-
ting up/monitoring the pair of parameters passed from
the user space to the Linux kernel. If an OS is adminis-
trated by a tenant, the cloud service providers can move
the congestion control from a data path to a congestion
control plane [33, 34] or a virtual switch [35] which can
be implemented in the network interface cards, and the
price is charged based on the pair of parameters used in
the congestion controllers.

The scalar parameter selection
The parameter rcos is related to the minimum guaranteed
flow rate in PACCP. rcos > 1 for a flow with a mini-
mum guaranteed rate θ > 0. The value of rcos determines
the speed for a flow to reach its minimum guaranteed
rate. A larger rcos value allows a flow to reach its mini-
mum guaranteed rate quickly. However, aggressive flow
rate acceleration may cause more congestion and larger
flow rate oscillations, andmore negative impact on overall
system performance. Hence, rcos must be selected to strike
a balance between acceleration speed and congestion con-
trol. In this subsection, we find the desired range of rcos
through simulation.

This study is carried out based on an event-drive sim-
ulator written in C++. A 6x5 leaf-spine network topology
with each rack having 40 hosts4 is used. The band-
width/propagation delay is set at 10Gbps /10 μs between
a host and a leaf node and 40Gbps/20 μs between a leaf
node and a spine node. The queue sizes for the 10/40 Gbps
links are set at 150/450 Kbytes (i.e., 100/400 packets).
In datacenters, the flow size varies significantly [16, 23,

36]. While most of the flows are short-lived, having flow
size less than 100K, a small percentage of long-lived, big
flows consume most of the network bandwidth. Hence we
apply the real datacenter workloads, i.e., Data-mining [36]
andWebsearch [16], as input to study the parameter selec-
tion of rcos. In the simulation, the flows are dynamically
generated, following a Poisson process. The average flow
arrival interval is used as a tunning knob to set the net-
work load at desired levels. When a flow arrives, a source
host is randomly selected and then a destination host is
randomly selected from a different rack. We consider a
system with mixed BE and MRG flows (with ω = 1).
Suppose that in each rack, there are 20 hosts running
BE and MRG flows, respectively. The flows are classified
into small (size<=100 Kbytes), medium (100< size <=1
Mbytes) and big (size> 1Mbytes) flows. The deadlines for
MRG flows are set at 0.7ms, 2ms and 3Gbps (i.e., dead-
line=flow size/3Gbps) for small, medium and big flows,
respectively. We consider three performance metrics, i.e.,
the flow deadline miss rate, average flow completion time
(FCT) and 99th percentile of FCT (including both BE and
MRG flows).
Figure 2 gives the results under three network loads (i.e.,

30%, 50% and 70%) in Data-mining workload. We see that
a value of rcos > 1 (note that the BE and MRG flows are
the same with rcos = 1) can significantly reduce the flow
deadline miss rate. The flow deadline miss rate decreases
for all network loads, as rcos increases up to 3, and it hardly
further reduces, as rcos goes over 3. The average FCT at
light and medium loads (i.e., 30% and 50%) decreases as
rcos increases from 1 to 3, and then increases as rcos further
increases. The 99th FCT at heavy load (70%) increases as
rcos increases.
Figure 3 shows the results in Websearch workload. The

results are similar to these in Data-mining workloads.
Hence we conclude that rcos around 3 (i.e., from 2.5 to 3.5)
can achieve the overall best performance for the systems
with mixed BE and MRG flows. In the rest of the case
studies in this paper, we set rcos=3.

Performance evaluation
In this section, we first examine the optimality of PACCP
by simulation as well as a small testbed implementa-
tion, and then test the price-performance consistency of

4In datacenters, a host can host one or multiple VMs. For simplicity, we
assume that each host runs a single VM. Hence, VM and host are used
exchangeably in the rest of the paper.
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Fig. 2 Impact of rcos (Data-ming workload)

PACCP for both pricing models in a large datacenter
based on real-world workloads.

Optimality test by simulation
We first test PACCP in terms of the user utility maximiza-
tion and optimal rate allocation by simulation. We use the
same datacenter topology, i.e., a 6x5 leaf-spine network
with 40 hosts in each rack.We first consider a simple case,
i.e., each host has one outgoing flow and one incoming
flow. So there are a total number of 40 outgoing flows
(20 BE, 10 DS and 10 MRG flows) in each rack, with 8 of
them (i.e., 4 BE, 2 DS, and 2 MRG flows) going to exactly
one of the other 5 racks. To test the optimality of PACCP,
we assume that all the flows are extremely long-lived with
unlimited amount of data to send. With this setup, 40
flows from each rack share a total of 200 Gbps (i.e., five 40
Gbps links) outgoing bandwidth. We first set the pairs of
parameters to be (0, 1), (0, 2) and (2Gbps, 1) for BE, DS
andMRG flows, respectively. In this case, the optimal flow
rate allocation for each 40 Gbps leaf-spine link are 4 Gbps,
8 Gbps and 4 Gbps for each of the 4 BE, 2 DS and 2 MRG
flows, respectively. We also consider another case where
the only difference from the previous case is that the pair
of parameters for MRG flows is changed to (7Gbps, 2). In

this case, the optimal flow rates for each of the BE, DS and
MRG flows are 3.25, 6.5 and 7 Gbps, respectively. Since for
both cases, each VM only sources one flow, the flow rate
allocations are the same for both VBP and FBP.
Figures 4 (a) and (c) show the sum of user utility from

simulation and the optimal one, V in Eq. 6, normalized
to one. As we can see, the simulated one closely matches
with, but is slightly lower than the optimal one for both
cases. The reason why it is always lower than the optimal
one is that for any transport congestion control protocol
including PACCP, the aggregate flow rate cannot achieve
100% link utilization all the time, due to congestion feed-
back delay and finite granular control.
The rates of the three CoS flows, each averaged over

all the flows in the same CoS, are depicted in Figs. 4 (b)
and (d). The average flow rates over time for BE, DS and
MRG flows are 3.72/6.21/4.09 Gbps and 2.98/5.08/7.14
Gbps for the cases of θ =2 Gbps and 7 Gbps, respec-
tively. The results indicate that the rates of MRG flows are
always above the minimum guaranteed rate θ . The rate
ratio between DS and BE is about 1.67/1.71, smaller than
the optimal ratio 2, for both cases. This is because the
optimal ones are obtained based on the assumption that
the PACCP controllers for both BE and DS flows shar-

Fig. 3 Impact of rcos (Websearch workload)
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Fig. 4 Normalized utility and rate allocation for each host having one flow: (a) and (b) θ =2 Gbps; (c) and (d) θ =7 Gbps

ing the same bottleneck links will sense the congestion
simultaneously. In practice, however, a flow of higher rate
may sense more congestions than a flow of lower rate,
and hence DS flows will incur more rate reduction. This
explains why the flow rate ratio of the DS and BE flows is
less than the optimal one.
To further test VBP, we create two types of hosts by

adding one additional outgoing flow to each of the 10 BE,
5 DS and 5 MRG hosts in each rack, forming a second
type of hosts, leaving the other half of hosts in each rack
unchanged. As a result, each of this type of hosts now has
2 outgoing flows. The flows generated from this type of
hosts are called BE-2, DS-2 and MRG-2 flows, and the
flows generated from the other hosts are denoted as BE-1,
DS-1 and MRG-1 flows.
Now we consider the pairs of parameters (0, 1), (0,

2) and (7 Gbps, 2) for BE, DS and MRG hosts, respec-
tively. This means that the pairs of parameters for BE-1,
DS-1 and MRG-1 flows are (0,1), (0,2) and (7Gbps, 2),
respectively, and the pairs of parameters for BE-2, DS-
2 and MRG-2 flows are (0, 0.5), (0,1) and (3.5 Gbps,
1), respectively. As a result, the optimal flow rate allo-
cation is 3.25 Gbps, 6.5 Gbps and 7 Gbps for BE-1,
DS-1 and MRG-1 flows, respectively, and 1.625 Gps, 3.25
Gps and 3.5 Gbps for BE-2, DS-2 and MRG-2 flows,
respectively.
Figure 5 (a) shows the results for the normalized user

utility. Again, the simulated one is very close to the opti-
mal one. Figure 5 (b) presents the simulated flow rates
of individual types and CoSes. The average flow rates for
BE-1/2, DS-1/2 and MRG1/2 are found to be 2.74/1.6,
4.65/2.66 and 7.16/3.85, respectively. Similar to the previ-
ous case, the rates of MRG flows are always above their
required minimum rates and the flow rate ratios between
DS-1 and BE-1, and DS-2 and BE-2 flows are about 1.66
and 1.7, lower than the optimal value of 2. The flow rate
ratio between BE-1 and BE-2, DS-1 and DS-2, andMRG-1
andMRG-2 are 1.65, 1.78 and 1.86, respectively, also lower
than the optimal value of 2, for the same reason explained
earlier.
For the current case and under VBP, flows of the same

CoS and from different VMs should be allocated the same
total rate. For example, a DS-1 flow originated from one
host should receive the same flow rate as the sum of two
DS-2 flows originated from another host. Figure 5 (c)
shows the testing results for the average flow rates orig-
inated from different types of hosts. We can see that the
average flow rates from the two types of hosts of the same
CoS are reasonably close to each other, with the rates from
type 2 slightly higher than that of type 1. This is caused by
the fact that each of the two flow from a type 2 host has
a smaller flow rate than that of a flow from a type 1 host,
and hence they sense less congestion signals, as explained
earlier.

Fig. 5 Normalized utility and rate allocation for half hosts having one flow and half hosts having two flows : (a) Normalized utility; (b) Average flow
rate; and (c) Total per VM rate
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Optimality test in a real testbed
We implement our PACCP in the Linux kernel. Our Linux
code is modified based on the TCP Reno. In PACCP, the
minimum guaranteed rate θ and the flow utility weight ω

are passed from the user space to the Kernel space through
the standard device control function, ioctl(). With the pair
of values θ and ω, a minimum window sizeWmin is calcu-
lated using θ and the measured in RTT (which is already
measured in TCP Reno). The only difference between
PACCP and TCPReno is that PACCP needs firstly to com-
pare the current congestion window size with Wmin, and
then compute the adjusted congestion window using Eqs.
(17) and (18) for each received acknowledgement.
A 3x1 leaf-spine (i.e., 3 leaf nodes and 1 spine node) dat-

acenter network topology as shown in Fig. 6 is set up using
four Dell N4032F switches. Each link has 1 Gbps band-
width. VMs 1, 4 and 7 are BE hosts, VMs 2, 5 and 8 are DS
hosts and VMs 3, 6 and 9 are MRG hosts. Each VM orig-
inates 1 long-lived flow. Hence the flow rate allocation is
the same, regardless whether VBP or FBP is in use. The
destinations of VM i are (i + 3)%9 (for i=1, 2, ..., 9). The
pairs of parameters are set at (0,1), (0, 2) and (400Mbps, 2)
for BE, DS and MRG flows, respectively. With this setup,
the optimal flow rates are 200 Mbps, 400 Mbps and 400
Mbps for BE, DS and MRG flows, respectively.
Figure 7 shows the average flow rates for flows of the

three CoSes. The average rate of MRG flows is about 410
Mbps, above the minimum guaranteed rate 400 Mbps.
The average rate of DS and BE flows are about 310 Mbps
and 180 Mbps, respectively, resulting in a flow ratio of
about 1.7, less than the optimal ratio 2. These results agree
with the simulation results.
In summary, both simulation and testbed testing results

indicate that with PACCP, MRG flows have high chance
to meet their minimum guaranteed rates. Moreover, the
DS flows can indeed gain more bandwidths when they
compete with BE flows, which however, are consistently
lower than the optimal ones. This implies that the pric-
ing parameters for DS flows in both VBP and FBP need
to be adjusted to reflect the biased relative flow rate.
We found that a DS flow with ω=2 achieves about 1.6

Fig. 6 A 3x1 spine-leaf testbed

Fig. 7 Rate allocation in the testbed

times the flow rate as a BE flow at high load. Although
more detailed study at higher weight values are warranted,
this observation does suggest that one may set P1 (Ps1)
at some smaller value than P0(Ps0), e.g., 0.6 P0 (Ps0) for
VBP (FBP). Note that DS is meant to outperform BE at
high load. At low load, they offer similar performance.
Hence, DS related pricing must be determined at the
high load.
The both simulation and real testbed test results show

that PACCP can closely achieve the expected theoretical
rate allocation. Hence the pair of parameters (θ , ω) can be
real effective to map the flow prices.

Performance evaluation with real datacenter workloads
Now the flow allocations using PACCP with the two
pricing models are tested using real datacenter traffic
workloads, i.e., Websearch [16] and Data-mining [36], as
input. The focus is placed on the testing of the price-
performance consistency, i.e., whether the flow rate allo-
cated by PACCP matches the expected rate allocation
based on the two pricing models.
Again we use the same network setup as the previous

one, i.e., a 6x5 leaf-spine network topology with each rack
having 40 hosts. The overall FCT and FCTs for small,
medium and big flows are measured as performance met-
rics. The overall DMR and DMRs for small, medium and
big flows for flows with deadlines are also measured as
the performance metrics. Although BE and DS flows are
deadline unaware, we compare the DMRs for flows with
deadline using the BE and DS services against that using
the MRG service to reveal how much MRG can help
improve DMR over the other two.

VBP
We first examine the performance of PACCP with VBP.
Consider the case where there are 20, 10 and 10 hosts in
each rack running BE, DS and MRG flows, respectively.
The pairs of parameters are set at (0, 1), (0,2 ) and (5 Gbps,
2) for BE, DS andMRG flows, respectively. The flow dead-
line for each of na active outgoing MRG flows at a host is
set at the flow size divided by 5/na Gbps. We assume that
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the flow deadline is lower bounded at 1 ms, as the PACCP
connection setup time is taken into account.
We first run PACCP using the Websearch workload

[16]. Figures 8 (a) and (b) present the average FCTs for
the overall, small, medium and big flows (normalized to
the FCT for the BE flows). We see that both DS and MRG
flows indeed perform better than BE flows for all load
cases. For small and medium DS/MRG flows, their FCTs
are less than 0.8 times (i.e., the flow rates are 1.25 times
higher) of BE flows at all load cases. As these flows are
short-lived flows and may be completed before they reach
their optimal allocated flow rate, the performance gains
for these flows come from the faster rate increase with
the help of ω and rcos (i.e., θ ). The results indicate that
PACCP is really effective for short-lived flows to enabling
price based rate allocation. At light loads, the difference
for big flows is small, about 0.9 times of that for the BE
flows. This is because at light loads, there is enough band-
width to accommodate the desired user utilities for all the
individual flows of different CoSes, which hardly need to
compete against one another for the network resource.
Hence long flows have enough time to fully explore the
available bandwidth, making the small performance gains.
The performance gains increase quickly as the network

load increases. In the high load region (e.g., at 80%),
the FCTs for the overall/small/medium/big DS and MRG
flows are about 0.62/0.62/0.6/0.63 and 0.61/0.62/0.58/0.62
times of BE flows, respectively. In other words, the aver-
age flow rate allocated to DS flows versus BE flows is
about 1.6 and 1.7 times, lower than the optimal ratio of
2, which agrees with the findings for the previous long-
lived flow cases. MRG flows perform slightly better than
DS flows for all cases. The performance gains are about 5%
for small and medium flows, but very little for the over-
all and big flows. The close performance between the DS
and MRG flows arises because both DS and MRG have
the same weight value of 2. Hence, they are expected to
receive equal flow rate allocation, provided that the mini-
mum guaranteed rates for MRG flows are satisfied, which
is indeed the case. The fact that MRG flows perform

slightly better is because MRG flows open up their send
windows faster than DS flows until the flow rates reach
their minimum guaranteed rates.
Figures 8 (c) and (d) show the DMRs for the overall,

small, medium and big flows. The DMRs for MRG flows
are always higher than BE and DS flows. The overall DMR
for MRG flows is above 90% even at high load, whereas
the DMR for BE flows is below 50%. While the DMRs for
medium and big MRG flows are above 90%, the corre-
sponding DMRs for DS and BE flows drop below 80% and
50%, respectively. This clearly demonstrates the impor-
tance of MRG in providing high probability of meeting
flow deadlines.
Now let us examine the performance of PACCP with

VBP using the Data-mining workload [36] as input.
Figure 9 depicts the results, which are similar to those
for the Websearch workload case. However, we note that
the overall FCT performance gains are reduced. The FCT
gain for small flow is almost a constant for all load cases
for the following reason. Most of the small flows in the
Data-ming workload are composed of only a few pack-
ets ( about 40% flows have a single packet and about 80%
flows have no more than 6 packets), which finish in just
one or two RTTs, and hence the fast rate increase has
limited effect on these flows. The DMRs for the medium
and big flows are similar to those for the Websearch case.
However, the DMRs for small MRG, DS, and BE flows
are high, above 98%, 95% and 90%, respectively, due to
the high chance for small flows to finish within the 1 ms
deadline.
The above results further ascertain that PACCP with

VBP can indeed provide high probability of providing
minimum rate guarantee and allow pricing in proportion
to the flow rate allocation.

FBP
Finally, we evaluate the performance of PACCP with FBP.
For FBP, a customer can run flows of different CoSes in a
VM. In our simulation, an outgoing flow from a host has
60% chance to be a BE flow, 20% chance to be a DS flow,

Fig. 8 VBP with Websearch workload: (a) overall and small flow FCT; (b) Medium and big flow FCT; (c) Overall and small flow DMR; and (d) Medium
and big flow DMR
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Fig. 9 VBP with Data-ming workload: (a) overall and small flow FCTs; (b) Medium and big flow FCTs; (c) Overall and small flow DMRs; and (d)
Medium and big flow DMRs

and 20% chance to be an MRG flow. The pair of parame-
ters for BE, DS, and MRG flows are set at (0,1), (0, 2) and
(2.5 Gbps, 2), respectively. In FBP, a VM may have all the
three types of flows at the same time.
Figures 10 and 11 show the results by using Websearch

workload and Data-mining workload, respectively. Over-
all, the results are similar to these of PACCP with VBP
model in both workloads. But the performance gains
including both FCTs and DMRs for DS and MRG flows
at high loads are slightly less than those in PACCP with
VBP model. The utility weight ω in a host in VBP model is
the sum of weights from all sending flows, this results in
smallerω used by flows in VBPmodel. A flow with smaller
ω means that its flow increase rate is smaller than that
of a flow with a larger ω. Hence the number of conges-
tions in PACCP with ABP model is less than that in FBP
with FBP model. As the average flow rate for DS or MRG
flows is much higher than that for BE flow, DS and MRG
flows sense more congestions than BE flows do, thus mak-
ing the performance gains in VBP model are closer to the
idea case (i.e., 0.5), and hence greater performance gains
than that in PACCP with FBP model. The results indicate
that PACCP with both pricing models can provide price
performance consistency applied in real datacenters.

The above results demonstrate that the proposed
PACCP can indeed enable price-aware flow rate allocation
in cloud, particularly for short-lived flows, including soft
minimum rate guarantee and relative additional rate allo-
cation, commensurate with two pricing models. PACCP
is a fully distributed control protocol and only needs soft-
ware upgrading in the end hosts and does not involve any
core switches, and hence it is readily to be implemented in
current datacenters.

Related work
As network plays an important role in the performance
of cloud services, charging cloud service based on the
network performance is necessary and essential. Many
research works [1–5, 7, 8, 11–14, 37–41] have studied the
network pricing model for cloud services. These pricing
models provide bandwidth reservation through an auc-
tion process [3, 5, 7, 8, 10–13] or a dynamic time-varying
price table [2, 4, 6, 9, 14]. The pricing model based on auc-
tion process is a market-oriented pricing strategy and has
been heavily studied. The auction mechanisms include
game theory approach [5], incentive-compatible auction
[7], price-incentive resource auction [13], auction based
on the chaotic equation update [3], randomized auction

Fig. 10 FBP with Websearch workload (a) overall and small flow FCT; (b) Medium and big flow FCT; (c) Overall and small flow DMR; and (d) Medium
and big flow DMR
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Fig. 11 FBP with Data-ming workload (a) overall and small flow FCT; (b) Medium and big flow FCT; (c) Overall and small flow DMR; and (d) Medium
and big flow DMR

[11], double auction [10] and deep reinforcement learn-
ing [12]. The price in auction approaches is dynamically
adjusted based on the market demand and can sufficiently
and quickly reflect the economic behavior and hence can
benefit both the cloud service providers and tenants. The
pricing model based on dynamic varying price table is a
pay-as-you-go model, the price is charged based on the
real bandwidth usage. It benefits the cloud tenants by pre-
venting their over reserved bandwidths. But the cloud
service providers are hard to accurately and quickly set
their prices to maximize their business revenue.
Bandwidth reservation can allow tenants to obtain their

demanded bandwidths by paying their prices. However,
the bandwidth reservation generally incurs significant
overheads and the bandwidth allocation can usually be
delayed up to seconds, and hence it is not suitable for
today’s datacenter applications involving bursts of short-
lived flows which generally ask the flow completion time
in milliseconds. Although a distributed network pricing
solution, Softbw [1] can schedule flows at the source hosts
and hence can deal with short-lived flows. But, it only
works for congestion free datacenter networks.
Although price-agnostic, many solutions have been pro-

posed to improve datacenter flow rate allocation and pro-
vide fair bandwidth sharing and/or minimum rate guar-
antee. Since such solutions may lead to effective pricing
models, in what follows, we briefly review some of such
solutions.
First, some congestion control protocols with mini-

mum assistance from in-network nodes [16, 18, 42, 43]
are proposed to improve the performance of datacen-
ter applications. Some of them [16, 42, 43] are focused
on improving average throughput, their congestion con-
trols are based on explicit congestion notification (ECN)
or queuing delay, or on the flowlet granularity. D2TCP
provides deadline-aware [18] flow rate allocation through
ECN. However they cannot provide provable fairness
and minimum flow rate or flow-deadline guarantee and
multiple CoSes, as is the case for PACCP. Second, the
Hose and Pipe models are widely used for the design of

bandwidth allocation schemes [2, 44–49] for datacenter
applications. In these schemes, all the VMs are connected
to a central (virtual) switch by a dedicated link (hose)
for traffic control and minimum bandwidth guarantee.
Oktopus [44] and SecondNet [45] support bandwidth
guarantee through static reservation. Seawall [47] and
NetShare[48] uses flow weight or per-tenant weight for
TCP-like flows to achieve max-min fairness. Gatekeeper
[50] uses a hypervisor-based mechanism for bandwidth
reservation for bisection-bandwidth networks. Tag [49]
uses a tenant application graph to more accurately pre-
dict the bandwidth demand and hence more effective
allocate bandwidth for applications with heterogeneous
bandwidth demands. Numfabric [51] is a network util-
ity maximization based weighted fair queuing scheduling
to provide proportional fairness. A framework for inter-
datacenter traffic pricing model is proposed in [6] to
achieve high revenue, but no fairness criteria is enforce.
As the bandwidth reservation is not integrated with

the congestion control protocols, these schemes cannot
allocate flow rates in a work-conserving manner, hence
they may waste network resources. Moreover, the existing
schemes are either focus on the bandwidth reservation or
the proportional fairness, but rarely on both. The ability
to support multiple CoSes and directly enforce flow rate
allocation in congestion control makes PACCP a highly
resource-effective, work-conserving solution. Moreover,
to the best of our knowledge, it is the first price-aware
transport congestion control protocol purposely design
for cloud applications, and can be readily deployed to
current datacenters.

Conclusions
In this paper, we propose PACCP, a price-aware con-
gestion control protocol for cloud services. PACCP is a
network utility maximization (NUM) based optimal con-
gestion control protocol and supports multiple CoSes,
including best-effort service (BE), differentiated service
(DS) and minimum rate guaranteed (MRG) services.
PACCP seamlessly integrates congestion control with
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two pricing models, a coarse-grained VM-Based Pric-
ing model (VPB) and a fine-grained Flow-Based Pricing
model (FBP). The flow rate allocated by PACCP is deter-
mined by a pair of parameters, i.e., a minimum guaranteed
rate and a utility weight, which are, in turn, determined
by the paid price. PACCP is evaluated by both large
scale simulation and small testbed implementation. The
experimental results demonstrate that PACCP can indeed
achieve high probability of providing minimum rate guar-
antee, high bandwidth utilization and proportional flow
rate allocation, commensurate with the two pricing mod-
els. PACCP is highly scalable and can deal with burst of
unlimted numbers of short-lived flows. It only requires
software upgrade in end hosts without any change in
core network switches and hence is readily deployable in
today’s datacenters.
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